Intra.
295 range

Nowadays, styles of working that require
people to liaise with one another frequently are increasingly being encountered in management spheres too.
These are areas where new design concepts are just as welcome as more movement in sedentary workspaces to keep
body and mind agile. Which is why the
Intra chair range combines a contemporary and compelling design language
with dynamic movement options.

Intra
Design: Phoenix Design
Model 295/7

The chair’s seamless looking seat shell,
its organic lines, sophisticated upholstery and integrated controls bear testimony to a modern understanding of
management culture. With precision-
adjustable height and a synchronous
adjustment mechanism fitted to the
seat, the chair adapts automatically to
people of different weights. All they need
to do is sit down, adjust the seating
height and get down to the job at hand.
Meetings could hardly be more agile.

Awards

Model 295/6

295/6
Standard height backrest

295/7
Medium-height backrest

The levers for changing the height and
operating the synchronous adjustment
mechanism are also fitted discreetly into
the armrests and seat shell. The automatic weight adjustment feature ensures
that the slightest shifts in weight encourage a healthy change of posture. If no
movement’s required, the backrest can be
locked in a vertical position.

295/8
High backrest

Three backrest heights and base frames with casters or glides make these chairs ideal for a variety
of settings ranging from offices or boardrooms.

The carefully modeled star bases are optionally available with chrome-plated or black glides or modern
c asters. The difference in height is compensated for by gas springs in different heights, so that both models
have the same adjustment range and can be combined accordingly.



In the high backrest model, in addition to
the top-stitched “wing backs”, an integrated head/neck rest ensures maximum
relaxation and divides up this section of
the chair neatly.

Further information at: www.wilkhahn.com
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Product safety and sustainability: certificates, standards, memberships. Visit the Wilkhahn website for more information.
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